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ABSTRACT
This paper referrer to the existence of the

variety modes and the 'chaos' in building ventilation
system, and provides some instances of such
varieties and the chaos in forced ceiling chamber
smoke exhaust system in building fire.

The numerical calculations are executed by the
Newton-Raphson method for the ventilation network
models. The ventilation variety up to five modes and
the chaos characteristics are obtained as the
natural result of the non-linear system and
illustrated in figures and maps. We inquire further
into the dangerous back flow at the smoke vent
which may be caused by certain conditions of the
heat supply rate and the geometry of ceiling space.

1. INTRODUCTION
The smoke ventilation by ceiling chamber system

is utilized by reason of the practical use of the
ceiling space and the facility of the room
partitioning. The required flow rates on the ceiling
smoke vents, however, may seldom be established,
and what is worse, the dangerous back flow on such
vents can be happened depending on the conditions
of the heat release or the opening areas.

The smoke exhaust by ceiling chamber system
are simulated numerically for the typical building
composed of three rooms, stressing on the effects of
the heating calorie and the space of ceiling plenum.

The variety modes are potentially involved in the
multi-room ventilation system, which means that
different states of the ventilation rates and directions
or another room temperatures may come into
existence under the same conditions of the building
geometry and physical surroundings.1�

And the 'chaos' characteristics of the ventilation
system are illustrated with a few examples, here the
chaos means that the successive numerical
simulation for the steady state flow under the
slightly different initial setting values results in the
quite another ventilation mode.2�

2. SIMULATION
We show the simulation method for the smoke

ventilation system connected with a lot of rooms
through openings, and investigate the causes of the
various ventilation modes.

2.1 Smoke Ventilation Model
The simulation model of the ventilation system is

shown in Fig.1. The structure consists of three
rooms and three ceiling chambers.

We investigate the case that the fire is occurred
at the center room and the constant-rate exhaust fan
is installed in the ceiling of either side or center.

The fire or smoke is regarded as not chemical but
physical phenomenon, and so only the supply
calorie is taken into consideration. The complete
stared tank model is adopted and the inflow smoke
or air is completely mixed with the enclosure fluid,
and so the room temperature is assumed to be
uniform.

On the above-stated supposition, the network
model in which the room is treated as a node and
an opening is regarded as a branch can be used for
the multi-room ventilation system.

The room temperatures are unknown variables as
the air-conditioner may be stopped in the fire
period. The heat loss through the wall is not
considered for the convenience of the model
simplicity. The fan characteristics is not explicitly
set but the pressure balance is assumed to be
automatically kept under the constant mass flow
rate.

The flow rate assumption method is effective as
the simulation means, and the steady state analysis
by the numerical calculation by this method is an
object of our study.

2.2 Fundamental Equations
In our model shown in Fig.1, the number of

enclosures is six including ceiling spaces and theM
number of openings is ten.N
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On the multi-room ventilation calculation, the
number of unknown variables is , as the2M=12
each room temperatures are not known, if we useM
the pressure assumption method in which the each
M room pressures are initially assumed.

The number of unknown variables is ,L=N-M=4
if we use the flow rate assumption method in which
the N independent closed loops as shown in Fig.2
� �N=4 are initially assumed. The room tempera-
tures are temporarily decided from the loop flow
rates and the heat balance in rooms.

In this paper, the numerical simulation by the lat-
ter method is adopted by reason of the fitness for
the calculation including unknown room tempera-
ture. The loop flow rate through the fan is known
constant value.

The fundamental equations for the multi-room
ventilation with the flow assumption method are as
follows.

Equations 1 - 5 represent the loop pressure� � � �

balance i.e. loop equation , opening characteristics� �

� �i.e. momentum equation , state equation, heat bal-
ance and temperature relation between the opening
and its adjacent rooms respectively. As the matrix
calculation are suitable for the multi-room ventila-
tion network, the above equation are written with
the matrix notation. Where, is the incidence� �� �� �� �I
matrix and contents the links between rooms and
openings. . is the incidence matrix and indicates� �� �� �� �L
the composition of closed loops.3�

When the room numbers, opening numbers and
flowing directions are allocated arbitrary as shown

Fig.1 Ceiling chamber smoke exha ust system
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in Fig.1, and four closed loops are selected as
shown in Fig.2, then the matrices and are� � � �I L
expressed as follows.

� � � �F in Eq. 5 is a map matrix by Boolean
algebra from the opening temperature to room one.

The relation between the opening flow rate andG
the loop flow rate .

We append a note that the flow rate balance
equation node equation in any room is not� �

necessary as it is satisfied automatically by Eq. 8 .� �

In other words, we apply not the first law but the
second law of Kirchhoff.

The source of the ventilation variety is inspected
in this place. In fundamental equation system, Eqs.
� � � �3 and 4 are non-linear and so the overall ven-
tilation system is also non-linear. From Eqs. 4� �

and 5 , the unknown room temperature i s� �

expressed by the flow rate G as shown in Eq.� �

� �9 and it means that the room temperature
is a dependent variable of for the sake1/ aG+b� �

of formality in which a or b is a certain constant.

From Eqs. 1 , 2 and 3 ,� � � � � �

Fig.2 Independent closed loops
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As Eqs. 9 and 10 can be converted to the fifth� � � �

polynomial equation concerning on the last stage,G
the solutions real number may be obtained up to
maximum number of 5 x for L th vector ,L
here is an independent loop number.L =N-M� �

From a viewpoint of physical phenomenon, we
can interpreted that the variety modes of ventilation
originate in the buoyancy forces in ventilation
system in connection with the unknown room
temperatures.

3. ANALYSIS
3.1 Case Study

The smoke movement and room temperature are
numerically simulated for the ceiling smoke exhaust
system as shown in Fig.1. Input data used in our
calculation are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Fundamental Input Data

opening height effective vent
h , area ,mm m2

floor 0 0.1
room - room 1,100 1.0
ceiling vents 2,600 1.0
ceiling plenums 2,800 variable

Wall : perfect insulation
Heat supply: center room

Calorie : 0 - 3variable � �MW
Smoke exhaust : 300kg/min
Fan position in ceiling : centerCASE1

CASE2 : one side

Heat release is fixed to be broken out only in the
center room. For the smoke discharge, the exhaust
is kept at a constant rate of 300 , and the fankg/min
is set symmetrically on the center ceiling for the cse
of CASE1 and set un-symmetrically on the one side
ceiling for the case of CASE2.

Two parameters such as the effective opening
areas of two ceiling narrow plenums ex-� � � �� � � �� � � �� � � �

changed in wide range and the heat r e l e a s e
rate varied from 0 to 3 are focused as the re-MW
markable points, and the effects on the ventilation
modes are investigated.

3.2 Successive Numerical Calculation
The flow rate assumption method is applied as

mentioned above. In our examples, four loop-flow
rates are began to be solved for the simultaneous
Eqs. 1 - 5 under the optional starting values. The� � � �

pressure errors in each round of the loops and those
tangential planes are estimated and the successive
setting values are determined by Newton -Raphson
method until the convergence is attained.

3.3 Pickup of Ventilation Variety and Drawing
of Chaos Map

G

ä A

ä A

The plural solutions are potentially involved in
the fundamental equations. We searched out such
the solutions by means of about one hundred trials
with the initial different setting of four loop flow
rates in use of computer random numbers. This pro-
cedure for the pickup of the real solutions does not
aim for perfection but may be practically sufficient.

The properties of 'chaos' are also involved in the
steady state multi-room ventilation calculation. The
solution vector is interpreted to be get by the� �G
mapping which means the numerical calculationf
process onto the initially assumed values For� �G .0

a certain solution set a class such as an� �G , C
number or a color are allocated, namelyf: G� �0

C. sSuch chaos properties suggests that the election
of slightly different initial vales results in� �G0

another solution or class . We call the diagram� �G C
of C the chaos map. Cayley's problem is a typical2�

example of the chaos in which the complex
polynomial is solved by Newton-Raphson method.

The is difficult to be illustrated entirely in� �G0

plane coordinates. Fortunately the solutions for the
flow rates on the vents of the building envelope
G ,G G kg/min1 2 3and were nearly the same with 100
in any case, and so the chaos map can be drawn up
for the initial set of under the same initial� �G ,G5 6 0

values of 100 forkg/min G ,G ,G� �1 2 3 0

4. RESULTS
4.1 Smoke Exhaust Characteristics affected by

Heat Calorie or Areas of Ceiling Plenum
Simulated results for CASE1 and CASE2 are

shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4. The flow rates andG G5 6

were illustrated with the heat supply rate . AQ2

various areas of ceiling plenum = was9 1 0

treated as a parameter.
The unique solutions were obtained in case for a

little heat release or a small area of ceiling plenum,
concretely 1.6 or 0.9 . OfQ MW m2 � �9

2

course both the ventilation modes and the room
temperatures are symmetrical.

The broader the spaces of the ceiling plenum are
planned, the more even the smoke exhaust rates
from each ceiling are distributed as a matter of
course.

For the condition of large heat supply, sayQ2 �

1.6 , the plural solutions from to five wereMW
obtained and so the ventilation variety might be
happened. The ventilation does not keep the
symmetry on these circumstances.

In CASE2 of the un-symmetrical fan set in the
side ceiling, the exhaust on from the heat source
room is considerably affected by the space in the
ceiling plenum, in particular for the actual size of

9 � 1 .m2

The ventilation variety could be generated under
the condition of Q 1 or 3 .2 9� �MW m2

�
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Fig.3-1 Smoke exhaust rate on the ceiling vent of the fire room in CASE1

Fig.3-2 Smoke exhaust rate on the ceiling vent on the next room in CASE1
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Fig.4-1 Smoke exhaust rate on the ceiling vent of the fire room in CASE2

Fig.4-2 Smoke exhaust rate on the ceiling vent on the next room in CASE2
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Fig.5 Variety modes and chaos in CASE1
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Fig.6 Variety Modes and chaos in CASE2
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4.2 Ventilation Variety and Chaos
In CASE1 and CASE2 using data of = 2Q MW2

and = = 10 , the variety modes and9 1 0 m2

the chaos were searched and illustrated in Fig.5 and
Fig.6. In each case, five kinds of ventilation modes
were obtained.

In CASE1, the symmetrical C-type is hard to be
get except for the attentive selection of the initial
setting of and . The main domain for theG G5 6

C-type is occupied at the lower left corner of the
chaos map. This C-type satisfies a requirement of a
safety smoke ventilation which means that all rooms
except for the fire room may not be contaminated.

A- and B-type mode has different ventilating
routes in each other. The superscript M means the
mirror image or the reversal of the pair type.

The straight lines =100 and + =200G G G6 5 6

� �namely =100 in the chaos map implyG kg/min4

the border lines for the even distribution of the
smoke exhaust.

The obscure territories are seen here and there in
the map. And by the more detailed inspection, the
intricateness of the border lines can never be
dissolved. A special feature of the chaos is just
characterized in such map. In other words, it is a
stochastic event to expect a specified solution or
flow type in ventilation calculation depending on
the initial setting values.

In CASE2 of the un-symmetrical fan exhaust,
similar results with CASE1 were obtained. The
C-type is safe ventilation corresponding to one of
CASE1, and the main domain for this C-type is
small and is positioned near the origin of the map.

4.3 Back Flow on the Ceiling Vent
The back flow on the ceiling vent may be

occurred as shown in Figures 3,4,5 and 6 though it
is undesirable current.

In CASE1, the smoke flows downward at the
next room to the fire source in bounds of 1.6Q2 �

MW mand 1.7 , although the quantity is9 �
2

small and not connected directly to the safety.

Fig.7 Back flow Condition for CASE2
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In CASE2, the rates of the back flow are larger
than ones in CASE1 and they occurs in every range
of the heat supply rate in the center room for

9 � 2 . The heat supply in the remotest sidem2

room may results in the back flow, but the fire
source in the nearest side room never cause such
dangerous mode, these checks being done beyond
the study in our paper.

The condition for the back flow in CASE2 is
shown in Fig.7. The back flow of about ten kg/min
is not negligible in comparison with the expected
smoke vent of 100 kg/min, and it may unfortunately
occurred in the bounds of the actual surroundings of
0.2 Q 5 and 0.1 1 .� � � �2 9MW m2

5. CONCLUSIONS
The flow rates are usually expected to be

distributed equally to the ceiling vents, but our
simulation results suggested that the smoke exhaust
rates are affected mainly by the heat release rate
and the areas of the ceiling plenums, when the
ceiling chamber system is adopted for the smoke
ventilation in fire.

And the ventilation variety, namely the existence
of various modes of ventilation, may be occured
under the same enclosure geometry and the given
physical conditions. We also pointed out the chaos
characteristics latent in this ventilation variety.

We have the conclusion on our study that we
must understand the courses of ventilation variety,
and we should select the conditions resulting in a
unique ventilation type to plan the safety smoke
exhaust, in other words, we must decide the proper
size of the ceiling space regardless of the fire size.
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NOMENCLATURE
:Effective Area of Opening, : Specific Heat� ����

of Air, Opening Height, :Mass Flow��� � �
Rate, :Gravity Acceleration, :Static Pressure,� �
����� : Wind Pressure, : Heat Release Rate,Q
	 
:Absolute Temperature, :Overall Coefficient of
Heat Transfer, : Temperature, : Density,
� � � � �� �: Incidence Matrix, : Loop Closed
Circuit Matrix, : Inverse Matrix, :� � � � ��� �

Transposed Matrix, : Diagonalized Square�� ��
Matrix, :Boolean Transformation in Temperature,� �
� � : Vector.
Subscript and Superscript	
� � 	:Outdoor, , :Opening, :Room, :Loop,
� : Mirror image.
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